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When adream team oets into
chal lenging real ities..I
Allied Builders adjusts effectively in pursuing a successful end result.

Case in poinl. Pacific Park Plaza, a beautiful mid-rise commercial structure designed to take
respected local and international companies into the new century.

TDC Hawaii, the developer, needed a finishing contractor to execute interior plans on several
floors at once for firms like McDonald's, Wang and Radio Station KQMQ. The project called for
carefully sequenced accelerated schedullng.
"Working simultaneously with numerous specialties and variables is
extremely demanding," recalls the prolect's interior architect, L. Dixon
Steinbright, AlA. 'The team had to be thorough, persistent, communica-
tive, ready to problem-solve day and night. Allied kept each job on
schedule, and they worked well with multiple trades, some from the
Mainland. lt was a good amalgamating effort."

Observes TDC's representative, Tom lrish: "A truly effective working
rapport emerged from problems encountered initially. We are very
pleased with the outcome."

Teamwork. Our motto.
Our method.

.+

'1717 Akahi Street Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 Telephone (808) 847-3763
Contractor License BC-5068

ABS Project Manager Ron Hamach , Architect L. Dlxon Steinbright
TDC lvlarketing Director Thomas G. lrish
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The Hemmeter
Corporation Building
at Number One Capitol a>
oistrict in downtown
Honolulu is an aesthetic
and functional standard
of excellence in interior
desiqn. Enhancing the
vestibule leading to the
execulive offices is a

floor of white marble
with black granite

inserts. A border ot
brown marble was
added to complement
the old world warmth
and charm of the entire
area. 0ur elegant
marble squares travel
in the best circles.

HAWAII CERAMIC TILE, MARBLE
& TERRAZZO PROMOTION PROGBAM
Phone 526-0467
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President's Message

New State Organtzatron
Capitalizes on Introductory Year

by Dennis T. Toyomura, FAIA
President, Hawaii Councill AIA

ff.l his was the inaugural year

I of the new Hawaii Council/
I American Institute of

Architects, which comprises the
newly-organized Honolulu and
Maui chapters. The charter
officers of the council, Hawaii and
Maui chapters and the Hawaii
Island Section/AIA were
introduced and communicated
through Hawaii Architect
magazine. During this initial year,
the Hawaii Council was very
active and addressed many
important issues of great concern
to architects and design
professionals.

In January, we were invited to
the opening day of the Hawaii
Legislature. Nancy Peacock, Dan
Chun and I walked through the

halls of the Capitol and
introduced ourselves to the
legislators.

In February, I attended the
Officer's Training Sessions, AIA
Crassroots'90 in Washington,
D.C.

During one of the sessions, all
of the AIA delegates were
instructed by Arch Lustberg, a

public affairs consultant. Later,
we visited our congressional
members at Capitol Hill during a

tour planned and scheduled by
our executive vice president,
Shirley Cruthers. We presented
to our congressperson the AIA
concerns on historic preservation,
the Americans with Disabilities
Act (593/HR 2273); affordable

See President's, Page 45

Hawaii Council/AIA 1990 highlights included a visit to Washington, D.C., for
crassroots'90. Pictured are (l-r) HC/AIA President Dennis Toyomura, Honolulu
Director Nancy Peacock, U.S. Sen. Daniel Akaka and Barry Rand, AIA.
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Remodeling

The'Big I'Glides
Hawaiian-Style Into the'90s

s Hawaii surfs
into the 1990s
with more

eastbound tourists,
especially from Japan,
many of its hotels are
being renovated and
upgraded to meet the
demands and luxury
comfort expectations of
visitors. Waikiki's 25-
year-old, 8oo-room
Ilikai Hotel has recently
undergone that
transformation.

The "Big I," as it was
popularly known in the
mid-tgoos, was the
social hub for Hawaii's
established and high-
profile families and
celebrities, including
governmental and
diplomatic circles. At
that time, the llikai
Hotel was not even
Hawaiian, but a blend
of Chicago, Manhattan
and Pittsburgh on the

|-r.'I he Ilikai was last
I renovated in the

I mid-1970s, when
the popular color
schemes were
combinations of orange,
brown and dark royal
blue. Over the years, as

aged pieces of furniture
were replaced, the look
of the hotel gradually
became a mixture of
styles.

The project initially
involved the renovation
of ail aoo guest rooms
and specialty suites in
both the Ilikai Hotel
Apartment Tower and
Yacht Harbor Tower.
The second phase of
construction renovated
the Pacific Ballroom, the
third largest indoor
meeting space in Waikiki,
along with pooldeck,
tour lobby, tennis deck
and other public areas of
the Yacht Harbor Tower,

waterfront of what's The 25-y-ear-old llikai's renovatjon will provide luxuries expected by which are utilized by
now Waikik i. ,isitors from around the world. hotel patrons.

It had a huge ballroom where numerous grand The final phase of construction, now well under
banquets, birthdays and anniversaries were held. Not way and scheduled for completion this year, includes
to be outdone, famed Hollywood oldies like the late renovation of the Ilikai Tower main entry and porte
John Wayne and Burgess Meredith stayed in the Ilikai cochere, main lobby, front desk, guest seating areas
Hotel guest rooms. Even Hawaii's own U.S. Senator, and restaurant and meeting rooms. The special focus
Daniel K. Inouye, and Edwin B. Benner, then of the completed renovation will be in the fountain
president of Bishop Trust Company, made the Ilikai's court area, with an all-new naturally landscaped pond
adjoining hotel apartment tower their Pacific retreat. water feature.

ln 7987, multidisciplinary firm Leo A. Daly began Since the property houses a combination of hotel
working with Nihon Sekkei on the llikai's renovation guest rooms and condominiums, a crucial part of the
to a more elegant but contemporary Hawaiian-style planning process involved analyzing and resolving the -
design. Killingsworth, Stricker, Lindgren, Wilson & complex and individual needs of hotel guests and
Associates (KSLW) provided the master plan and resident condo owners. The fact that both condos and
schematic design. To enhance the overall Hawaiian guest rooms are intermixed on many of the floors
effect, Belt Collins orchestrated the landscaping. made the renovation even more challenging.

8 Hawaii Architect December 1990



The first step in renovation of the Ilikai was to update}he 800 guest rooms and specialty suites, last remodeled in the mid:zos
when orange, brown and royal blue were popuia, color scheies.
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-r.l o keep "public space"
I hull*urs uniform in

I upp"r.un.", the exterior
doors of the residential condos
were replaced with the same
white-washed oak doors as the
guest rooms; thus, the only
difference from the outside is
that the guest rooms have
numbers on their doors. All of
the renovation work has been
carefully phased to allow the
hotel to remain operational
throughout the multitude of
construction activities.

The newly-renovated Pacific
Ballroom also was decorated
mainly with white-washed oak,
and is now equipped with a state-
of -the-art programmable
audio/stereo sound system. The
sound system is computer-
controlled and designed for

maximum flexibility and control
of both standard room function
and stage entertainment sound. It
can control sound in up to 16

separate rooms and is capable of
storing 100 separate events.

Preset programs are
automatically stored on hard disk
to prevent loss in the event of a
power failure. Back-up floppy
disks permit programmed set-up
for future use. Another unique
feature of the system is that the
user is able to manually control the
system should a malfunction occur.

Interior design in the 1990s has
become increasingly complicated.
Much of the modern interior
design is no longer surface
cosmetic, but actually
incorporates construction,
architectural and engineering
knowledge as well. Leo A. Daly

and its consultants provided the
technical services for the
upgrading of the mechanical,
electrical, HVAC and safety
security systems throughout the
renovation areas. The major
engineering systems were
modernized for more efficient
energy-saving and operational
costs reduction.

Perhaps the nostalgia of the
yesteryear Ilikai's grandeur will
be relived via the new crop of
world-trotting Japanese visitors
and others. Even the late famed
Hawaiian Chinese industrialist,
Chin Ho, the original developer
instrumental in building the "Big
I," would be pleasantly surprised
at its transformation. HA

Text and photos supplied by Leo A
Daly.

In 1987, Leo A. Daly began working with Nihon Sekkei on the llikai's renovation to a more elegant but contemporary
Hawaiian-s tyle design.

10 Hawaii Architect December 1990
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Remodeling

Waikiki Joy Hotel A New Beginning
by Jeffrey Y. Mori, AIA

P
urchased in 1987, the
Sherry Waikiki Hotel, as

it was then known, was
the first Hawaii investment for
Hawaii Sekitei Corporation. Built
in the early 1960s, the hotel
consisted of twin towers, 103
guest rooms and 24 parking stalls.

Renovation of the property in
1988 presented our firm, Arthur
Mori & Associates, with quite a

challenge. At the time we were
commissioned to renovate the
hotel, the entire property had
been closed and boarded up for
nearly a year.

Before and after
shots show the lobby
transformed (rom
dark and dim to the
client's specified
"light and airy." Add-
ing an open stairway
from the new lobby
area to the second
floor created direc+
access to administra-
tive o(fices above.

Its location in the Resort
Commercial Precinct of the
Waikiki Special Design District
and non-conforming use added a

few more problems.
Parking was the first problem

encountered. The 24 existing
stalls allowed only 96 guest
rooms, a loss of seven rooms. We
were able to find space for one
additional stall, requiring
elimination of only three guest
rooms, bringing the final count to
100. We accomplished this by
converting three guest rooms on
the second floor of the tower
adjacent to the lobby into the
administrative of fice.

Another problem, because the
density was well over that
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allowed for the current zoning,
was that work for a new lobby
and registration area would be
restricted to the existing floor
area of 850 square feet. This left
the lobby registration area one
floor below the administrative
office. By adding an open
stairway from this new area to
the second floor, we were able to
create a direct access to the
administrative offices above.

After overcoming these
problems, we concentrated on the
design. The client had only one
request - that the project be
"light and airy."

Using this concept, we
proceeded to work on the
common areas. A new lobby was
designed by removing the dark,

Prior to renovation
(left) the hotel sport-
ed a flat roof over
the lobby between
towers. Today, the
view f rom Lewers
Street (eatures a

barrel-vault skylight
with decorative
spokes.

dim, low ceilings. The flat roof
over the existing lobby between
the towers was demolished and
replaced with a self-supporting
barrel-vault skylight wtth
decorative spokes and Lexan
panels. Since this new area was
30 feet from the street between
the towers, and not easily visible,
we created a gateway - a mirror-
image of the lobby vault - to
give the hotel a unique entrance.

Due to the location of the hotel

- not on the beach, on Kalakaua
Avenue or in the most desirable
area in Waikiki - the concept of a
"boutique-type" hotel was
conceived and dictated the layout
of the rooms.

The rooms were to be equipped
with furniture and fixtures

normally reserved for larger
hotels: Jacuzzis, built-in stereos,
VCR/TV units (connected to
headboard controls),
computerized entry card system,
marble entries and Berber
carpets. Careful attention was
given to every detail; coordinating
colors were utilized throughout
the hotel.

People are beginning to prefer
the relaxed, informal atmosphere
of the smaller hotelwith personal
service. It's a trend started in
Europe, but you can see it
spreading all over the world. The
Waikiki Joy Hotel doesn't have a

grand facade or a lobby the size of
larger hotels, there is no arcade of
shops, no fancily-dressed
doormen, no rows of keys.

Instead, there is a discreet
entrance on Lewers Street. The
staff welcomes you like an old
friend, you complete a few
formalities and are led down
hushed, thickly-carpeted
corridors to your room. HA

Je{frey Mori is an architect with
the firm of Arthur Mori &
Associates, Inc., a general service
architectural firm specializing in
commercial projects.
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What Dreams Are Made Of
Hawaii architects embarking on kitchen or bath

remodeling proiects have a world of products to choose from

by Susan Palmer, CKD

Bemodeling

J s there a dream kitchen or

! bath on your drawing board?
I If so, you are fortunate to live
in Hawaii where all the latest
American and European products
are available to make your client's
dreams a reality.

Whether a client's tastes lean
toward traditional or
contemporary, good design is the
key factor to investing in their
new or remodeled home.

In Hawaii, clients are setting
unique design trends.
Contemporary styles with light-
colored decorative laminate
cabinets have been predominate.
To soften the "high tech" look,
wood trim and radius edges

made with light wood tones or
are painted white, giving a fresh,
elegant look to a classical design.

Easy maintenance is a primary
factor in today's lifestyles and the
new cabinet finishes, both inside
and out, can provide quick
cleanup and years of use. Solid
surface countertops inhibit
bacteria growth, creating a

seamless, easy maintenance
surface for everyday living.
Natural stone and ceramic tile in
soft pastels are used in more
kitchens and baths today, offering
unique custom touches.

The greatest "come back" is
white appliances, now in white
glass. American manufacturers

PHOTOS COUHTESY OF KITCHEN CONCEPTS PLUS

White is a popular color for cabinets, while wood stains range from light naturals to white-washed, bleached looks.

14 Hawaii Architect December 1990

complete the modern style. White
has been the leading color for
cabinets, with a growing trend
toward light, cool gray. Wood
stains range from light naturals
to "white-washed," bleached
looks. High gloss laminates in
hundreds of colors are available
and used frequently in bath
cabinetry, highlighting the
sparkle from lights, mirrors and
faucets.

In our warm, tropical climate,
laminates in subtle patterns and
colors can be used for cabinetry,
countertops, walls and to accent
furniture pieces.

Traditional raised-panel door
styles still prevail, but are now



have kept an eye open to this
European look and almost every
appliance line offers a variety of
cooktops, microwaves, convection
and conventional ovens clad in
white glass. Built-in refrigerators
that fit flush with cabinets, and
low-profile cooking appliances all
add to the smooth, clean look of
today's kitchen.

While the trend on the
mainland is for large, palatial
bathrooms, most homes in
Hawaii have limited space. This
does not mean, however, that
new ideas are ignored here. The
challenge is to scale down the
size, but utilize the space to its
potential.

Many luxury products are
available for the bath in a variety
of styles and colors. Whirlpool
tubs combined with personal
showers, or a shower for two
instead of a tub, are showing up
in many homes. Marble, ceramic
tile or solid surface material
surrounds help keep maintenance

down and add beauty in a variety
of colors to match or accent the
colors of bathroom fixtures. From
romantic gold figure faucets to
high tech function - it's all here.

The marketplace is bursting
with new ideas and products
which can ensure a good
investment for your client's
everyday living and pleasure. iIA

Susan Palmer, CKD, is a design
associate at Kitchen Concepts Plus,
Inc. in Honolulu. She holds a degree
in interior design and is an immediate
past president of the Aloha Chapter
of the National Kitchen and Bath
Association. A registered, Certified
Kitchen Designer, she is presently
meeting the requirements for a

Ce rt ified Bath De signe r.

The National Kitchen and Bath
Association regulates the Society o(
Certified Kitchen Designers with a

new organization forming for
Certified Bath Designers. Presently,
Hawaii has five CKDs, with more
applicants in the process of obtaining
their certifications.

Above: Marble surrounds help keep
maintenance to a minimum and add a

touch of elegance to bathrooms. Below:
Hawaii homes often have limited space,
which means space must be utilized to
its maximum potential.
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Remodeling

Hawaii Theatre

Sets the Stage

For Premiere

Performing Arts

16 Hawaii Architect December 1990
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by Candace Chenoweth

T) emoving 2,600 nuts and

I( ::l'j j';,' :ff :l ;.'lT;
in the process, volunteers from
the Aloha Chapter/SPEBSQSA
recently cleared the Hawaii
Theatre's main floor of seats. The
hard working "barbershoppers"
are just one of the many groups
lending a hand to the Hawaii
Theatre preservation project.

Saving the theatre has been a
grassroots effort since the non-
profit Hawaii Theatre Center
(HTC) formed in 1984. The
project has grown and a dedicated
board of directors, which
comprises 42 professional and
community leaders, now
spearheads the project.

Restoration Philosophy

The HTC Board is clear in its
direction. "We feel we can't limit
our vision for the Hawaii Theatre
to the restoration of the
building," explains President Bill
Mills. "The theatre is not going to
be a museum; it is going to be a

first-rate performance hall. That
means our concept has to extend
to the experience of the building.
A restored theatre that recreates
the excitement of 'An Evening at
the Theatre'is our goal. Toward
this end, we will not compromise
quality in planning, materials or
workmanship,"

In the last year, the non-profit
organization has hired staff and
set up office in the theatre on the
corner of Bethel and Pauahi
streets. Sarah Richards, former
executive director of the State

Foundation on Culture and the
Arts, is HTC's first executive
director.

Richards clarifies the challenge:
"While we're committed to
respecting the architectural
integrity of the building, we have
to be able to book the theatre
once we open," she says. "We
envision a facility that meets
modern technical requirements
housed within a beautifully
restored 1922 neoclassical hall."

Pride of the Pacific

When it opened in-t922, the
press hailed the theatre as "The
Pride of the Pacific." Hints of
exotic Byzantine and Corinthian
ornamentation and Moorish
grillwork decorated the exterior,
softened by a cosmopolitan metal
canopy. Tennessee marble in hues
of red, chocolate and dappled gray
warmed the entrance. Bronze
doors with plate glass panels,
transoms and lace curtains led
into the foyer.

Inside, audiences experienced
the beaux-arts tradition. Life-size
marble statues, plush carpets and
silk velour hangings contributed
to the lavish design. Linen-
cushioned wicker chairs in the
boxes and loges and a softly-lit
panorama of Diamond Head
painted on the fire curtain
imbued the romance of the
islands.

Pilasters and cornices sparkled
with a golden glow and directed
attention to the proscenium arch
with its grand mural by Lionel
Walden. From above, white, blue,

red and amber lights illuminated a
gold mosaic dome centered by the
Territorial seal. Shades of taupe
predominated, with imitation
mosaic in green-blue hues
providing contrast.

In the late 1930s, Consolidated
Amusement remodeled the
theatre to reflect its changing
status. The Hawaii was no longer
a vaudeville house - emphasis
was now on the screen as
opposed to the stage. A neon
marquee and stainless steel
covered doors in the fashionable
art deco style replaced the more
elegant details that had softened
the theatre's grand exterior.

Changes also were seen in the
lobby and mezzanine. Prompting
a local newspaper to coin the
phrase "Metro Goldwyn Ming" in
reference to the Hawaii's new
look, molded plaster figureheads
and floral patterns in art deco
styling with Hawaiian and
Chinese overtones adorned the
walls.

Restoration Plans and Innovative

Architectural Solutions

The HTC Board has faced
many decisions concerning the
restoration. "Our vision is to
restore the theatre as a legitimate
house, as opposed to a movie
theatre, and to return the theatre
to its original appearance,"
summarizes Mills.

HTC has engaged Malcolm
Holzman of Hardy Holzman
Pfeiffer Associates, a New York
architectural firm well known for
its work in theatre restoration

"I believe the restored Hawaii Theatre will make the singular
most profound contribution to our city in the decade of the '90s."
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Renowned artist Lionel Walden created the oil mural "Glorification o( the Drama" br the proscenium arch. The colors have
f aded and part of the mural has been lost, yet the original vision is still discernible and can be renewed and brightened through
restoration. "Asbestos" - proudly emblazoned on the Hawaii's unique (ire curtain to make audiences of yesteryear feel safe -
is another ironic reminder of the passage of time and changing rea]ities.

and adaptive reuse projects.
Currently, the board is reviewing
the developmental drawings, in
consultation with state planners,
local contractors and consultants.

The developmental drawings
provide solutions to several
complex design issues. The
addition of elevated seating
sections on the orchestra floor,
for example, corrects the floor's
bow, improves the relationship of
the floor to the stage and ensures
that every seat is a good one.

Plans to excavate the orchestra
pit and cantilever the stage over
the pit will double its size. A new
hydraulic lift will transport the
Robert Morton pipe organ out of
sight when not in use. The organ,
with its 1.6 ranks of
approximately 61 pipes each, will
be renovated and multiplexed.

The historic Hawaii Theatre

had a chorus room and 12
dressing rooms (the star's
dressing room had a sunken
Roman tub). To provide vitally-
needed wing space and allow for
an increase in the number and
length of pipe battens, dressing
rooms on stage-left will be
removed. Rooms beneath the
stage will replace them until long-
range plans can be implemented.

To this day, the Hawaii is a
"hemphouse" - stagehands use
ropes with sandbags and wooden
pins to raise and lower drops. The
renovated Hawaii will feature a

modern counterweight system. A
new concrete structure and
resilient wood floor will make the
stage suitable for dance.

The Hawaii's antiquated
electrical system will be replaced
with state-of-the-art equipment.
Front-of-house lighting positions

will be incorporated in the ceiling
of the main auditorium with
access provided by a new catwalk.
While meeting modern standards
for theatrical lighting, these lights
will not compromise the theatre's
original grandeur.

When the Hawaii opened, it
featured the first air cooling
system in the islands. Ice stored
in a room below the stage
provided cool air which was
drawn through the house and
released underneath the balcony
seats. The Hawaii's new
mechanical system will be
acoustically sensitive and energy
efficient, and will incorporate an
ice storage system for future
additions to the theatre building.

long-Range Plans

18 Hawaii Architect December 1990
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Hawaii, Iike virtually all historic
"presentation houses," has a
shallow stage, minimal wing
space, few restrooms, and lacks
access for those with disabilities.
The studies determined that if
the theatre is to house major
companies, the stage must be
expanded by 17 feet to the rear.
The board's long-range plan thus
calls for stage expansion, as well
as construction of an arts pavilion
on the theatre's makai side. The
pavilion will provide the needed
patron amenities, rehearsal
rooms, an elevator and office
space.

The board's current focus is
approval of the developmental
plans and preparation of accurate
construction budgets.
Additionally, responding to
availability of two of the three
parcels bordering the rear of the
theatre, the board has moved to
acquire property for future
expansion.

With architectural plans taking
on a clearer focus and
construction slated to begin in the
summer of l,ggt, the board
continues to seek strong support
from the public and private
sectors. Restoration, renovation
and acquisition of property
necessary for the eventual
backstage expansion and arts
pavilion is estimated at $20.8
million.

"l believe the restored Hawaii
Theatre will make the singular
most profound contribution to
our city in the decade of the'90s,"
says HTC Board Vice President
Laurence Vogel, who has made
the theatre his number one
priority for the past two years.
"Here we have the unique
opportunity to preserve an
important historic landmark, to
develop a catalyst for economic
revitalization of downtown
Honolulu and to create a much-
needed premiere performing arts
facility." HA

Candace Chenoweth is

development assistant at the Hawaii
Theatre Center.
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Reflections 1990

by Aimee R. Holden

'f f 7 hen rr came ro

W [T;xlxil;,]::1,,
event of 1990, the verdict was
clear-cut. Architects around the
state echoed a common answer:
the federal Americans With
Disabilities Act, signed into law
last |uly by President George
Bush.

The newly-formed Hawaii
Council/AlA's first year of
operation also garnered much
support as a noteworthy event,
but architects agreed that in the
Iong-run, the federal act would
generate the most far-reaching
ramifications.

"Everyone is awakening to the
fact that we have to conform,"
said Glenn Mason, AIA, vice
president of Spencer Mason
Architects.

Mason said previous legislation
began the movement toward
setting design standards for
accessibility, but that the new act
is an "exclamation point"
emphasizing a law that can no
longer be ignored.

Another event which could
significantly affect the
architecture community is the
Iraq crisis, said Mason. If the
crisis continues, its dampening
effect on the economy will
definitely be felt by architects, he
said.

Daniel Chun, AIA, partner in
the firm Kauahikaua & Chun,
believes the Americans With
Disabilities Act will "enlarge the
scope of things to consider when
designing."

Chun said the AIA was active

Glenn Mason, AIA

Harrell McCarty, AIA

1990's'Most Sigfficant'
Architects reflect on the year's biggest evenfs

Daniel Chun, AIA

Carol Sakata, AIA

Theodore Garduque, AIAHans Riecke, FAIA
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in supporting the legislation and
that "it is proper for architects to
be in the forefront (of such
legislation) because we determine
these things early on."

Many architects say that
although still in its infancy, the
new law already has forced
revisions in projects under way.

"We are caught with a change

of law that is almost retroactive,"
said Harrell McCarty, AIA,
principal of Oda/McCarty on the
Big Island.

The act requires architects to
design for people, said McCarty,
and although it is "not a bad
thing," it will mean an about-face
in the way architects approach
building design.

The exact ramifications of the
new law are difficult to predict,
said Carol Sakata, AIA, executive
vice president of CDS
International, because it
encompasses a wide range of
facilities and has broader
applications than previous
legislation.

Doorways and hallways will
have to be designed wider than
usual, cutting back in other
traditionally larger areas, she
said.

Sakata added that although the
new structure of the Hawaii
Council/AlA has the potential to
make a big impact in the design
community, its significance may
be less obvious to the general
practitioner than that of the
Americans With Disabilities Act.

Hans Riecke, FAIA, Riecke,
Sunnland Kono Architects,
singled out a recent local event as
having special significance. A
September seminar on
neotraditional affordable housing
presented by architect Andres
Duany was "revolutionary," said
Riecke.

Duany's ideas are "changing
the way we plan our cities and
towns" and giving direction for
the future by borrowing from the
past, according to Riecke.

Architects' participation in the
community as well as an
increasing global awareness has
been noteworthy in 1990, said
Ted Carduque, AIA, Garduque
Architects.

Hawaii's unique location and
the fact that most firms are
multinational means "whatever
happens in the world happens
here," Garduque said.

Additionally, architects are
fostering a growing concern for
the environment, according to
Garduque.

"Architects have a

responsibility to think hard about
the materials they specify. Even if
they are just sitting in their office
in Honolulu, they need to
consider the ramifications." HA

The VERIFONE BUILDIIG is a 34,000 square foot
commercial building located at lffi Kahelu Avenue in
Mililani, Hawaii. Y/e congratulate the following companies

and people in the development ofthis structurer

Architectr Philip K. Vhite Associates &
Sutton Candia Partners

Engineen Englekirk &Hart, Inc.

Mr. Stewart Villiams
Owner: Oceanic Properties, Inc.
Contracton Oceanic Construction, Inc. o IIAIITAIIAnI

GIl}IInIT
220 South King Street, Suite 1700

Honolulu, Hawaii 968IJ
(808) 545.1880
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HONOLULU
Civic

The Queen
Waikiki

JURY COMMENTS:
"The jury believes that the Queen Emma Foundation should be
wiII have direct and tangible results, they have initiated a process whid

f T / inner of the Honolulu

W ::fl'J:xl'i#::ff;
Queen Emma Foundation, Waikiki
Master Plan was proposed in No-
vember 1989 as a process ulti-
mately designed to create and
implement a master plan for all of
Waikiki. This was done in recogni-
tion of both the economic impor-
tance of the area to all of Hawaii
and the many problems being con-
fronted by an aging Waikiki, in-
cluding those to be compounded by
the convention center development
proposed on the foundation's Wai-
kiki lands.

Working with local and national
experts - architects, urban plan-
ners, economists and other profes-
sionals experienced in tourism de-
velopment and convention centers

- the Queen Emma Foundation
came up with preliminary concepts
for master plan improvements to
revitalize Waikiki while retaining it
as a balanced community with a

unique combination of urban resort
features, residential neighborhoods
and natural open spaces.

The plan recaptures the Hawaii-
ana of old, with emphasis on old-
style Hawaiian architecture and
the natural landscape, water fea-
tures and general openness of
Hawaii's outdoor environment.
Another emphasis of the plan is
creation of vertical open space
through the use of different levels
of activity - underground vehicu-
lar traffic and parking, pedestrian
traffic at street level with enhanced
landscaping and sidewalks and in-
terconnected rooftop gardens and
pools.
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CREDITS:
Sponsor
The Queen Emma toundation

Participants
K. Tim Yee, President
The Queen Emma toundation

Wing T. Chao, Senior Vice President
Disney Development Company

Gary S. Iuruta, Vice President & Secretary
The Queen Emma [oundation

Chuck Y. Gee, Dean
University of Hawaii School of Travel
Industry Management

Robert L, Hart
Robert Lamb Hart

Larry E. Helber, President
Helber, Hastert and Kimura

Don fewell, President
tacility Consultants, Inc.

Adam Krivatsy, AIA, AICP, Partner
International Tourism & Resort Advisors

Barry R. Okuda, President
The Queen Emma [oundation
Albrecht Pichler, Senior Designer
Robert Lamb Hart

Harrison A. Price, Chairman
Harrison Price Company

Bruce A. Race, AIA, AICP
Kaplan Mclaughlin & Diaz

Paul O. Reimer, President

Reimer Associates

Raymond H. Suefuji, Planning Consultant

Michael R. Walsh, Treasurer
The Queen Emma Foundation

John C. Warnecke

fohn Carl Warnecke and Associates

Raymond L. Watson, Vice Chairman
The Irvine Company

Nicholas S. Winslow, President
Harrison Price Company

Interviewees:
Paul I. Banks, Senior Vice President
Alexander and Baldwin, Inc.

Bryant T. Brothers
Wilbur Smith Associates, Inc.
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Foundation
Plan

willingness to invest in this sort of activity. While there is no guarantee that the foundation's efforts
their responsibilities to the larger community."
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Features

Harmonic
Proportion
Design Standards

For Architecture
Above: This computer image illustrates the difkrences between
"Colden Section" and "Sacred Cut" proportioning ratios. Below:
Similarities between the proportioning ratios.

by Andrew Charles Yanoviak,
AIA, CSI

A rchitects are pragmatists
A and experimentalists. By

^{lL their very nature they are
also historicists as well as

futurists.
Paraphrasing Leonardo da

Vinci, it is not possible for a man
or a woman to immerse
themselves in the "waters of llfe"
without experiencing the present,
as well as some of those waters
which have already gone past,
and some of those yet to come in
the near future. Architects
addressing significant design
projects also are confronted with

Tatg Access Floors
The Advantagcs Are Clear . . .

o Extrcme Design and Usc Flexibility
. The Perfect Solution for Power, Telcphone, Data,

Computer and Telecommunication Wiring
o Priced Competitively with Flat Wire Systems
. Complete Moveable Within and Outside lnitial

Space Designs. (FF&E)

ENGINEERING,INC.
The Aston Corporate Headquarters at the Waikiki Trade

Center uses a complete Tate Access Floor system with
Panel Mate Carpet Tiles.

5OO ALA KAWA STREET, #119 . HONOLULU, HAWAII 96817

PH (808) 842-7955 FAX (808) 842-3985 LtC.#Bc-14014
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such influential experiences and
challenges.

Most of us are familiar with the
Leonardo da Vinci depiction of a

symbolic man within a square and
the encompassing circle.
However, few of us have had an
opportunity during the 20th
century to apply these harmonic
proportioning principles and
egocentric design standards.

Le Corbusier, reknowned
"Master of Modern Architecture,"
and inventor of "Le Modulor," is
a notable exception. Le Corbusier
not only invented the "red and
blue" series of harmonic
proportioning systems, but also
applied them to his distinguished
works of architecture on an
international basis.

Le Corbusier, like the other
acclaimed masters of modern

architecture, Walter Gropius,
Aalvar Aalto, Mies van der Rohe,
and American-born Frank Lloyd
Wright, never went to
architectural school. He learned
how to design by keenly
observing, analyzing and
sketching architectural ruins and
other historical monuments.

In mathematical manuscripts
on geometry by Euclid, Plato,
Pythagoras and others, as well as

in the sculpture of Phidias, and in
the architecture of the Parthenon
and the pyramids of Gizeh, we
find a fascination with the
"Golden Section" attributed to
the ancient Greeks and Egyptians.

Le Corbusier, in a manner
similar to Leonardo da Vinci,
recorded historical sketches of
both manmade and natural life-
giving forms prior to formulating

Continued
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"Le Modulor," which essentially is
based on the rudiments of the
"Golden Section." Although
contemporary architects are
enamored with the architecture
of Le Corbusier, he will probably
be remembered further into the
next millenium for his innovative
and inventive use of "Le
Modulor" in three dimensions.

Mathematicians, in simplistic
terms, describe the "Golden
Section" as the ratio between the
diagonal of a pentagon to one of
its sides or the ratio between the
side of a decagon to its radius;
such that, the ratio of the length
and width of a rectangle or two
adloining segments of a line, for
example, are harmonically
proportioned in accordance with
the laws of nature. Thus, the
shorter dimension divided by the
longer is equal to the longer
dimension divided by the sum of
the shorter and longer

dimensions.
These ratios result in the

Fibonacci of Pisa numeric series
and the logarithmic spirals found
in growing pea pods, pine cones,
and the familiar nautilus shell
graphic representation of the
"Colden Section."

Throughout history, architects
and artists applying this self-
imposed design standard to their
work have derived and imparted
an aura of beauty and grandeur
and personification to their
works. We are still learning from
their masterpieces, and especially
the application of these design
standards to three-dimensional
architectonic forms.

In the burial chamber within
the Great Pyramid of Gizeh and
inside the stoic sarcophagus of
the Pharoah Cheops contained
therein, we have the most
rudimentary application of the
"Colden Section" in three

dimensions. As far as we know,
this is the original recording of
the seminal roots of the
Pythagorean Theorem, of which
there are over 500 algebraic and
geometrical two-dimensional
proofs, but for which there still
exists only one three-dimensional
mathematical proof.

Geometricians, mathematicians
and other artists and scientists in
the 20th century have been
dwelling on the differences in
harmonic design proportions and
"regulating lines" between the
"Golden Section" and the "sacred
Cut."

The "Sacred Cut" was used
extensively by architects from the
early beginnings of Romanesque
architecture and throughout the
era of the great Gothic cathedrals
into Renaissance times. The
"Sacred Cut," as shown in the
accompanying diagrams, is based
on the 4S-degree triangle used by
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architects in designing structures
with tee squares and drafting
boards prior to computer-aided
design and drafting methods. The
"Golden Section," based on the
30/6O-degree triangle, was also
once used extensively by
architects.

As many of today's design-
oriented architects know, there
has been a resurgence of interest
in the use of the 4S-degree
triangle in works of architecture
since the late 1950s, when Le
Corbusier daringly and
dramatically positioned the
Carpenter Arts Center on the
Harvard campus at a 45-degree
angle of inclination to the
surrounding gridiron geometry.
This was his only work in the
United States.

Frank Lloyd Wright also was a

predominant user of the 30l60-
degree triangle in his unique and
innovative geometrical works of
architecture, and he constantly
used the symbolic stature and
dignity of man in scaling his
architectural works.

However, the use of 4s-degree
and go/oo-degree triangles and
tee squares does not
automatically produce
harmonically proportioned or
beautiful works of architecture or
art, to which many artists,
architects and their critics will
attest.

There is some very special
knowledge invested in the
"Colden Section" and the "Sacred
Cut." The manifestations of this
knowledge are exemplified locally
in several works of notable art
and architecture. Isamu Noguchi's
"Skygate" sculpture on the lawns
of Honolulu Hale, which
embodies the Dymaxion
geometry of Buckminster Fuller,
is probably the most important
for its distinguishing futuristic

- characteristics. HA

Andrew Charles Yanoviak, AIA,
CSI, is senior commissioner for
Governmental A(fairs of the
Honolulu Chapter/AIA, and is
chairman of the HC/AIA Codes and
Covernmen t Relation s Commit t ee.
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Paul Dela Cruz
Type R Printer

PRINTS FROM SLIDES
Excellent prints from slrdes are now avarlable without the
expense of internegatives However, first class prints from
slides ("R' prnts) requrre custom prrnting by a skrlled
professional. My sixteen years of experience is your
assurance of the same high ieve of qualrty you have come
to expect rn your own professron

LIGHT INC.
Prolessional Photolab Services

527 South St. 526-0693
*

MAKB
NO

MISTAKE!
JBt is Hawaii's

largest and most
knowledgeable
distributor of

Baldwin Hardware.

. . . And you'll make no
mistake letting Baldwin's
commitment to quality

and impeccable
craftsmanship reflect your

own good taste.

BALDWIN
I,'irtr' \rchitectural Ilarduare

JBL
HAWAII LTD.

531 Waiakamilo Road

847-4021
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News

Windows and Doors: Professional Practice Alerts
As a follow-up to the Andrew

Yanoviak article titled "Building
Codes and Design Standards:
Who's Responsible?" in the
October Hawaii Architect, design
professionals should be advised of
several new developments.

At a recent ASTM symposium
in Detroit on "Water in Exterior
Building Walls: Problems and
Solutions," professional practice
alerts were issued, which should
be of particular interest not only
to architects and specifiers, but
also to manufacturers'
representatives, suppliers,
contractors and developers.

ASTM symposium chairman
Thomas A. Schwartz, AIA,
FASTM, announced that the
essence of the symposium
concerned the major disparities

between laboratory tests of model
window and door units and actual
performance of window and door
installations in building
construction.

Schwartz referenced an East
Coast law firm that has initiated a

class action suit for a widely-used
window manuf acturer's product
for which published laboratory
test reports do not accurately
simulate field conditions;
resulting in undesirable
performance and massive water
inf iltration problems.

In a study conducted by a

Chicago building performance
firm in which 36 windows were
selected at random for analysis,
the following results were
reported for window walls:
o Of the 36 windows,32 (89

percent) tested in the field using
the prescribed ASTM air test
chamber methods did not
perform as certified in laboratory
tests.

o 75 percent had multiple
sources of water infiltration
leaks.

. 61 percent leaked just with
the application of water and
without the influence of pressure
differentials between interior and
exterior wall surfaces.

o Only 14 percent leaked due to
perimeter sealant failures
between the installed window
unit and the concrete or masonry
window opening.

Reasons cited for the lack of
adequate performance of the

Continued

kitch enconcepts pl
CONSU LT ING() DESIGNS' INSTATTATIONS

I nu*nlcr f tlrL Natitttal rcfrhn a,rul Mt

MICHAEL L. SMIIH, CKD

SUSAN PAI.MER, CKD

u

CERTIFIED KITCHEN DESIGNERS:

tic. *C- 14709

AMY W.C. LEE, Office Mgr.

770 KAPIOTANI BIVD.
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813

(808) 545-56ss
FAX 545-5659

Sludiohours:
lliondoy---Fridoy 9 crn - 4 prn

Representing:

#,,g*y,,:,J*,k,.,,

HOMEOWNERS O COI{TRACTORS

Seprc Trrurs
_Now AVAILABLE-
iTANUFACTURED IN HAWA]I

. SELECTION MANUAL AVAILABLE

O REQ'D SEEPAGE TEST SERVICE

CAN BE PROVIDED

. ENGINEERING STAMP, TEST

DATA & MANUALS TO OBTAIN
BLDG. PERMITS, FURNISHED

"Plas-tech"
Fiber-Glass

T"R" Go

1517 Kapiolani BlYd.
Honolulu, Hl 96814

. Tel.949-2011
Factory:847-2339
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BIG

TFX24E

OISTRIEUTEO IN HAWAII BY:

^zll\SERVCO

=tEzSpecial Market Group
A Division of Seruco Pacilic lnc.

1610 Hart Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
Phone:848-2411

For the complete line of General Electric appliances call
Chester Miyashiro or Roger Grande at Special Market Group.

fFx20R

'f Bl'l6s

Select exactly the right
refrigerators to meet all your
constmction or remodeling
needs. Top-mount freezer or
side-by-side. Any size With
automatic icemaker and conve-
nient dispensers. Or not.
GE refrigerators make good,
flexible use of every inch of
space. To store more food, more
efliciently. And meet your cus-
tomers' food storage needs.

't'Bx24Z

TBX2()DH

With special sealed Snack Packs
and meat pans. And the Food
Saver System of humidity-
controlled compartments.

Quality refrigerators from GE.
The possibilities are limitless.

TFX27F

1
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aluminum windows in the 36 case
studies were:

o Modeling profile and assembly
discrepancies between units used
in the laboratory tests and those
furnished for field installation.
(58 percent)
. Improper workmanship in

assembly of knocked-down/
unassembled window units and
field instruction. (4+ percent)
. Lack of accommodation for

different building construction
tolerances between various
materials and building
construction systems such as
those covered by AAMA, ACI
and AISC design standards. (19
percent)
a Improper material

applications. Highlighted were
lack of sub-receptor channels,
sill/jamb end caps, lack of flashing
and sealant defects such as silicon
substituted for butyl and
improper use of urethanes, etc.
(18 percent)

In light of the fact that actual
field experiences often exceed
laboratory test results, AAMA's
upgrade of load tables was with
good reason. For instance, the
liberal and very careful
application of caulking gun
sealants to model window units in
certified laboratory tests would
never be permitted or
experienced in actual field
installations. nR

Story Ideas

Sought

Hawaii Architect is seeking
writers to contribute to the
magazine. If you have ideas for
articles, know of interesting
topics, or need deadline or focus
information, please contact Aimee *
Holden at 621-8200 or write:
Hawaii Architect, 1034 Kilani
Ave., Suite 108, Wahiawa, HI
96786.

Customer
service
begins
with product.

Ours is the best we can make it.

The finest state-of-the-art equipment helps
Consistent product quality earns respect.

Professional masons depend on that.
It makes theirs a better job.

Being a leader was never easy.
We hope to last aS long at the top

as our product lasts on the job.

TILECO, tNC.
91-209 Hanua Street
Ewa Beach. Hawaii 96707
Phone 682-5737

Hawaii Manufacturers of Quality Concrete Blocks,

II
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Honolulu Chapter Hosts International Conference

A two-day conference on
international architecture
featuring one of the world's
leading architects as well as a

panel of international, national
and local architects was presented
by the Honolulu Chapter/AIA
and the national American
Institute of Architects
International Relations
Committee Nov. 9-10 at the
Honolulu Academy of Arts.

Arthur Erickson, FRAIC, was
keynote speaker for the 1990
HC/AIA Annual Business
Meeting & Conference, titled
"lnternational Markets &
Practice: The Pacific Rim."

Erickson gained international
acclaim in 1963 with the design of
Simon Fraser University in
British Columbia, Canada, and
went on to receive numerous
awards for outstanding
architecture, including gold
medals from the Royal
Architecture Institute of Canada,
the French Academy of
Architecture and the American
Institute of Architects.

Greatly influenced by the work
of Frank Lloyd Wright and Lou
Kahn, Erickson was one of the
early architects to draw on land
forms in an effort to harmonize
the building with its
environment. He has been hailed
for architectural expression
which is not only environmental,
but also cultural, taking into
account historic, regional and
international considerations.

Erickson has designed projects
throughout Canada, China,
Europe, Hong Kong, Japan,
Malaysia, the Middle East and the
United States.

Erickson's keynote address,
"The Perils of Pauline: The
Architect in the International
Market," was followed by a panel
discussion featuring Greg Tong,
AIA, of Wimberly Allison Tong &
Goo; Bob Fox, AIA, of Fox
Hawaii, Inc.; Rob Hale, AIA, of

Architects Hawaii, Ltd.; Richard
Green, AIA, of Hugh Stubbins;
Michael Leineweber, AIA, of
Media Five; Paul Brewbaker, of
Bank of Hawaii; and Ken Kwak of
the Department of Business,
Economic Development &
Tourism.

On Saturday, the International
Relations Committee of the
national AIA presented a

roundtable discussion examining
crucial issues of international
design, featuring the perspectives
of the developer, forecaster,
lender and Japanese expert. HA
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PACIFIC
PAINT

CENTER

The paint industry has been remiss in their exclusion of
delicate, soft colors. This omission has been addressed by
the development olthe Colors ln White selection. Thirty-two
blends, tones and shades have been divided into eight basic

color lamilies.
IELEPHONE: (808) 836-3142

2865 UALENA ST.

HONOLULU. HAWAII 968I9
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Distributed by lnter-lslond Skylight Supply
. ARCH ITECTURAL CUSTOM SKYLIGHTS

.STANDARD SKYLIGHTS . HORIZON VAULTS
.ROOF ACCESS HATCHES/SMOKE VENTS

.ALUMINUM ACCESS LADDER . "GLASSPROTEX'

FIRE PROTECTION DOOR AND WALL SYSTEMS
. "ROLLER WALL' STACKING GTASS WALIS
.REGLETS LOUVERS .SHADING DEVICES

Also distributors for: * HeatMirrorlnsulated Gtass
* "Mirage" Folding Glass Waus * A-1 Window Greenhouses
* "Castec" Shading Systems * Fleetwood Aluminum Products
* "Sierra Rooms" with Heat Shield * "Novus" Plastic Polishes
Glass by Florian Greenhouse * "Vent-Axia" Ventilation Fans
* Solariums by ttSunShine Rooms" * "Breezewaytt LOuverS

lnter-lslond Skylight Supply
Ron Kolt Associotes
Coll 239-9622 Fox 239-8501

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR SKYLI(;HTS NE,EDS

CONT. LIC. #C 13299

O'Keeffe's lnc.
Aluminum Building Products

Sutton/Candia
Moves to Cannery

The architectural firm of
Sutton Candia Partners will
relocate to the Dole Building in
Iwilei early this month.

Sutton Candia Partners will
occupy more than 3,300 square
feet of the newly-renovated
building to accommodate its
expanding staff and facilities. The
firm provided architectural and
engineering services for the Dole
Cannery Building
renovation. nA

Bayless Opens

Maui Office
Cregory A. Bayless, AIA, has

opened his own Maui-based
architectural firm, Bayless
Architects, Inc. He was formerly
a senior associate with Gima,
Yoshimori & Associates.

Bayless has a master of
architecture degree specializing in
urban design and planning from
Arizona State University and a

bachelor of environmental design
from Brigham Young University.

His professional affiliations
include the American Institute of
Architects, American Planning
Association, P.A.L.M. (Design
Professional of Maui) and
National Home Builders
Association. He also is a member
of the Wailuku Rotary Club. nA

R€ SH€

I The Most Complete Polymer Tray 0rganizers, Largest lnlection Molding
Facilities in Southeast United States

I Unique Pull-0ut Wire Accessories Manufactured by Compagnucci-Largest
European Manufacturer of Coated Wire Products for Appliance lndustry

I Our Unique REV-A-LOCK Cabinet Security System-World Patented Catch &
Key Component System CONCEALED & CHILDPR00F!

Stocked Locally:

Kona Laminales, lnc.
73.5568 Kauhola Sl., Ka,lua.Kona 9674C

Telephone 326-2822 FAX 326 2621

VISIT OUB SHOWBOOM
2858 Kaihikapu St., Honolulu 96819

Telephone 833'4344 FAX 833-4912

MAUI LAMINATES
269 E. Papa Place #5, Kahului 96732

Telephone 871S500 FAX 871-59s9

\
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Hartco Offers

25-yew Warranty

FOUMAINHEAD
BY NEVANTA]?

So rd, Non Porous Surfac ng Mater a for
Counters Bas ns a^c More

NE\AN/AR,
Decorat vc LamLnates

r a Var ety oi Cc crs Tcxlures and
Palterns ior Hcrles O" ccs aac Hoie s
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MONARCH BUILDING
SUPPLY

749 Mapunapuna, Honolulu

834-5678
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The BIue Print Company
Since l9l4

t20 S, Beretania Strect . Suit€ 200 o Hooolulu, Hrwrii 95t13 r Phone (808) 536-514t o Fax (t06) 536-5151

Dicksie Park Tamanaha
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Hartco's new 25-year warrantY
on all acrylic impregnated
hardwood flooring is one of the
industry's strongest warranties
against wear, said Bill Sanders,
treasurer of Sanders Trading
Company, Inc.

Hartco's process for
impregnating wood forces stain
and acrylic throughout every Pore
of the wood, resulting in a finish
that is actually harder than
hardwood, he said.

"This warranty addresses a

universal concern among
homeowners about protection of
floors against wear," Sanders
said. "ln fact, to wear off Hartco's
acrylic impregnated finish, a

homeowner would have to wear
out the floor." nA

Tamanaha Promoted

At Historic Hawai'i
The Historic Hawai'i

Foundation has promoted
Development Director Dicksie
Park Tamanaha to vice president
in charge of administration and
business development. Her new
responsibilities include raising
funds to support the foundation's
historic preservation and heritage
education programs, increasing
its membership and upgrading its
administrative system. nA
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HAWAII ARCHITECT

Deadlines for feature editorial material are six weeks prior to the month of publication;
news releases are one month prior.

Advertising deadlines are the Sth of each month for space
and the 1Oth for camera-ready materials.

Remodeling
Reflections on 1991

DECEMBER

Architecfural Trends
Landscape Architecfure

Office Equipment

NOVEMBDR

RetaiVCommercial
Developments

Windous & Doors
:

OCTOBER

Interiors/Space

Appliance Update

Planning

SDPTEMEER

Art in Architecfure
Interior/Exterior ,

Lighting

JI,JLY

MAY

Enerry Efficiency in
Architechrre

Innovative Bathrooms

TEERUARY

ofArchitecfure
Floor Coverings ,

I l:

UII School

JANUARY

199 1 Editorial Focus

Destination Resorts
Building Exteriors

APRIL

Medical Facilities
Kitchen Planning

JI.JNE

Architecfure
Around the World
Roofing Concepts

AUGUST
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Ilistoric Preservation
Waterproofing

Architecfure &
Government

Wood/Stucfural
Materials
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Securities Trading
Facility Slated

For Honolulu
Hawaii's strategic location half-

way between New York and Tokyo
puts it in an idealposition to fill the
trading gap between closing and
opening of the world's two largest
financial capitals.

Wlth this in mind, the American
Stock Exchange and the Economic
Development Corporation of
Honolulu recently launched an 18-
month campaign to develop plans
for a securities trading facility here
in Hawaii.

"As global financial markets
evolve in the 799os, there will be
increasing demand for foreign
securities by investors in both the
United States and the Pacific Rim
countries," said Amex Chairman
James R. Jones. "Hawaii is the per-
fect place to span the gap between
these two dynamic marketplaces."

Because attracting investor order
flow from Japan and other Asian
countries is critical to success of
the operation, the Amex will pur-
sue joint venture agreements with
Asian firms and U.S. institutions
prior to proceeding with a trading
facility.

The 18-month study will focus
on the direction an island trading
facility should take as well as the
types of securities to be traded,
which would probably include
many not currently sold in Asian
trading capitals.

"The idea is to create a market
that bridges the U.S. with Asia and
is global in every way /' says Philip
Norris, chairman of the Honolulu
Financial Center Task Force.

Jones stressed that the Amex
would not launch such a venture
unless there was a "reasonably
good chance of success."

The Sept. 17 agreement calls for
the Amex and the state of Hawaii,
through the Economic Develop-
ment Corporation, to share costs
during the 18-month development
period. HA

WEI,COME TO OUR WORLD

"Hello, Bill, here's your ansTDer!

I knous you need cash now, but
be prepared to pay heaoy taxes

should you sell that highly
appreciated property of yours!'



New Members

Chapters Gain
Dual Member

As 1990 draws to a close, the
Honolulu Chapter/AIA welcomes
11 to its ranks, including one dual
member with the Maui Chapter.

William A. Kibby, AIA, holds a

bachelor's and master's degree
from Stanford University and is a
registered professional architect
in California as well as Hawaii.
He is married and enjoys sailing
and computers.

Stephanie Shimizu, AIA, is
self-employed and holds
bachelor's degrees in architecture
and Japanese from the University
of Hawaii. She is married and her
hobbies include sewing, playing
the piano, swimming, gardening
and raising pets.

Two of the newest associate
members to join the HC/AIA are
Oklahoma State University grads
as well as DMJM employees.

William A. Kibby

Ken Carrico Jr.

BANKING AT THE SPEED OF SOUND

"Hello, Dauid. I usant to rabe
cash by selling a property, but
my C.PA. says l'm in for lteaay
taxes. Ary ideas?"

"SLtre, the more ideas the better,
but what do you think they
can do?"

"I like your thinking. Is this going
to cost me money?"
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Craig A. Foster's pastimes
include scuba diving and
snorkeling, while fellow Cowboy
Omar Khoury is into tennis and
canoeing.

Other new associate members
include Ken Carrico Ir., an
employee of Lacayo Architects,
Inc., who holds a bachelor's
degree in architecture from the
University of Virginia and enjoys
reading, swimming and travel.

Matthew W. Gilbertson,
employed by CDS International,
earned a bachelor's degree of arts
and a master's of architecture
from the University of
Minnesota. His time away from
work is spent playing golf or
tennis, painting and traveling.

Employed by Lively Architects,
Mario A. Gonzalez holds a

bachelor's of architecture from
the University of Texas at
Arlington. He is a sports
enthusiast whose time is spent
swimming and on the basketball
and tennis courts.

Matthew W. Gilbertson

Mohamed Mansour
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PRIVAT E F I NAN CIAL SERWCES

"Bill, for this one fdlike to bring
in Hautaiian Trust."

"lt's possible to get access to your
money without pqying any taxes.

Let's say lunch, tomorrowT With
your c.P.A:

" HaTD aiian Trust's first consult ation
b free, andlunch b on me!"
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Donald F. Moore Jr.

Donald A. Sheridan

Mohamed Mansour, with
Wimberly Allison Tong & Goo,
spends his free time playing
tennis and soccer. He is married.

Donald F. Moore fr., employed
by Thomas E. Tibbles on the Big
Island, holds a bachelor's of
architecture degree from Texas
Tech University. An
outdoorsman, his hobbies include
fishing, off-roading and hunting.

Lynn C. Weiler, with Daniel
Mann Johnson Mendenhall, is a
graduate of the University of
Arizona with a bachelor's degree
in architecture whose numerous
interests include windsurfing,
sculpting, bicycling, volleyball,
softball, scuba diving,
backpacking and camping.

Professional affillate Donald A.
Sheridan, with the Paint Can, has
joined both the Honolulu and
Maui chapters. He is a UCLA
graduate whose hobbies include
listening to, playing and collecting
classical music, scuba diving and
photography. HA

ONLY FROM BANK OF HAWAII

lf you're not getting all the
personal attention you desen)e,
maybe you're not pushingthe
right buttons.

Enter aneTD era: Bank of
Hawaii's uorld of Prtuate
Financial Sensices. Wltere
your priuate banker does
euerything for you at the
sound of your ooice.

Imagine, you call andyour
oton bank officer expedites an
unsecured line of credit, uith
no red tape. Coordinates all
your banking, loan, inuestment,
trust and retirement actions
among all departments in one-
stop banking. Euenbrings the
bank to your home or office.

Certainly, usith an annual
tncome af $7A0,A0A or more,
and a net worth of $300,000
excluding the equity in your
home, youtie ulorth a ptersanql
representqtiue at the bank.

Learn hous: call 537-8&6 for
an appointment at your home,
your office or ours.

One- on- one pria ate b anking
st the speed of sound.
That's ushat it takes

ro\ou'satsrart'loa b be your bank.
MEMBER FDIC

@ /hToral Dedicar;on

BonkofHowoii
HAWAII'SBANK
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President's Message: 1990 HC/AIA Inaugural Year
Continued from Page 7
housing and copyright in
architectural works.

On July 26 of this year the
Americans with Disabilities Act
was signed by President Bush.

During Hawaii's legislative
session, our lobbyist, Ken
Takenaka, monitored and
testified on the following bills:

o Public Contracts, SB 21.79
. Engineers, Architects &

Surveyors, SB 2193
. General Excise Tax, SB 21,94
a Mandatory Health Insurance,

sB 2204
a Counties: Initiatives and

Referendum, SB 2290
a Unemployment

Compensation, SB 2309
r Energy: Residential Dwellings,

sB 2331
. Earthquake Resistant

Buildings, SB 23s1
o Liability, SB z6s9
o Licensed Occupations:

Creation of Separate Boards, SB
2677
. Limitation of Actions for

Damages: Reduction from 10
Years to Four Years. (lntroduced
by the Hawaii Council)
a Counties: Initiatives and

Referendum on Land Use &
Zoning,HB 2736
o Solar Energy: Residences Built

with State Funds to Require Solar
Heating, HB 2690

Art Kohara and I also testified
on some of the above bills.

On April 19, I was invited to
speak at the A-E symposium:
"Quality - Everyone's
Responsibility," sponsored by the
Pacific Command, Naval Facilities
Engineering Command and the
Honolulu Chapter/AIA.

In April, the Hawaii Council
was invited to co-sponsor the

- Kvushu Area Resort
Development Study Team
Conference with the state
Department of Business &
Economic Development. I
represented the council, giving
the opening remarks and

attending the conferences.
In May, a delegation from the

Hawaii Council, Honolulu
Chapter and Maui Chapter
attended the National AIA
Convention in Houston, Texas.
The purpose was to vote for
resolutions, amendments and the
officers who will govern the
affairs of the society.

Governor and Mrs. Waihee,
together with the Hawaii
Council/AIA president, officers
and directors, invited all members
of the chapters and their spouses
to a reception to formally
recognize the new state
organization on May 30, L990, at
Washington Place.

During October, the council

SpecialQ Products

There Is A
New Team In Town!

HONSADOR - KONA and BUILDING SPTTCIALTIES of Kona have
joined forces on July 30, 1990. We now have great professionals to handle
your Big lsland (and all islands) project requirements. We have expanded
inventory in two locations plus mainland direct shipments at competitive
pnces. Talk to our specialists for your complete house packages.

YiI. Err€s
ManaSer Spec,al Prot.cts Ha$a,, l\Lrnd Ma.ag.t

Russell Xohi.hi

Bob Hrber
I)oors & wrndo"\ Yanagcr DmRl wrndows - App|anc.t

Arrrr Ol.fson
Honrador Hou!c Package!

SERVICES_ BONDING. CREDIT. HOMEPI.ANNING. DELIVERY. MILLING.PRODUCT INFORMATION

€bilpn:3,Ig[,,
oAHU - 682-2011 MAU| - 877-s045

Prawo-frltrd Lumba.

2Gyear warranty

KONA - 329-0738
FAX 326-2764FAX 682-5252 FAX 877-6571

HONSADOR
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was asked to co-sponsor a
"Designing for Accessibility"
conference with the Department
of Health Commission on Persons
with Disabilities, Department of
Accounting & Ceneral Services
and other governmental agencies.
Russell Nagata of DACS, Jack
Lewin of the Department of
Health, a governor's
representative and I gave the
opening remarks for the

conference.
Due to the changeover from

Hawaii Society/AIA to Hawaii
Council/AIA, the Hawaii Medical
Service Association has asked the
council to take over the health
insurance master plan to ensure
continuation of the health
program. The council did act on
the plan.

This month, the premier issue
of the Hawaii CouncillAIA

Member Directorywill be
distributed to all members of
the chapters.

The councilalso willhold its
annual meeting this month to
elect new officers and directors
for the coming year.

The transition year of the
council has been busy and
productive. We have seen many
attempts to change legislation
which affects our profession and
the community. We must
continue to be active and monitor
legislation for the betterment of
all.

Finally, I wish to thank the
Hawaii Council officers, directors
and staff who guided our
organization throughout the
year. And, to the chapter and
section presidents, Ted
Carduque, AIA; Hans Riecke,
FAIA; and James McKeague, AIA,
for their contributions to Hawaii
Architect magazine and the
council, "Mahalo." nA
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SAN D ERS
TRADING

HARDWOOD
FLOORS

1 21 1 Kona Street
Honolulu. Hawaii 96814

521 -3091

!

o

ItuM
J@

-il

SHAKE OR MISSION STYLE TILES

. No upgraded
framing needed

. Class "A" fire rated
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Pacific Air Supply, lnc
AI8 CONO I ON NG & !INI IAT NC EOU IMINT

21A PQOklA Sr I t0 HAWA I 96/?0

r All Copper Coils & Fins
. 1.5 to 5 tons n slock r. High Efficiency
. Wholesale/Distributor

TEL:
808-961 -3539

FAX
E08-961-3839

FABFIICA INTERNATIONAL

Residential & Commercial Carpel
Handcratted Area Rugs now represented by

FLOBENCE SHIBUYA

Designer Showroom
3566 Hording Ave. H20l
H onolulu, Hou'aii 968 I 6
Phone: (t08) 7i2-2857

FABRTGI

Roprss€nlatlve For: Alumd Aluminum Corp.
Allas Bolt & Screw Co.
McElroy Metal Mill
George D Widman, lnc.
Zip-Rib

1 1 6 Karluana Loop. Kar !a Hawar 96734
Phone (808) 262-7336

-5harD€LomPanu

REFRIGERATION SERVICES, INC.

455-6666 Lrc sc-13407
Design & lnstallation of Air Conditioning

and Ventilation Systems

Bepairs & Maintenance Contracts available

You Can Alfotd the BEST!

BEST S.S. Dannaway
Engineedng
SamBl S. Dannaway. P.E
Ftrc Prct&il@ Engtrct

. Frre Protecton Engrngeftng

. Code Consulttng

. Frre Supplesson. Detecl0n and

Alarm Sys'lsm Desrgn
. Frre Salely Evaluatrons/Plan Revrew

720 lwllci Ro.d, Sultc 4'12, Hon., Hl 96817
(8O8) 526-eort

I{RTSUBC CRBINCT
& f IIIURC
STORE FIXTURES

OFFICE RENOVATION
CUSTOM HOME IMPROVEMENTS

ALL ryPES_CUSTOM BUILT

1320 loloni 51. t45-7441
,301 up rhc romp trc No C9295

PROTECT SERVICES INDUSTRY
Nationwide Sales, lnstallation and.Service

! INDUSTRIAL I CON'N,4ERCIAL
r INSTITUTIONAL
aBurgartFre

. Closed Crrcurt TV. Access Contro

Call for tree consultation & estrmates
No obligation

833-4500 c.rr3:rr 833-5888

2969 Mapunapuna Pl., Sle 1 04 Honolulu, l-ll 9681 9

Cenlral Strll6

CW ASSOCIATES, INC, dbA

GE()TABS.HAWAII

Geology, Soils and
Foundation Engineering

2006 Kalrhr Skeet
Honoruru Hr e681e (808) 841 -5064

@

Sprcratry Sunrncrnq Co.
HAWAII, INC-

.,HAWAII'S 
T1 TENNIS COURT

BUILDER, FINISHER & SUPPLIER"
ALL ISLANDS 

- 
SINCE 1976

Tel. 682-2021 Fax: 682-O777
Lic. No. C-A322

FREE SPECIFICATIONS & INFORMATION

91 -087 Hanua Street. . Ewa Beach, Hl 96707

FINLAY TE,STING
LABORATORIES
o Soils & Concrete
. Non Destru(tive Testing

. Proiect Inspection & Quality Control

. Material verific.tionr & Monitoring

99-940 IwAENA ST., AIEA, HI 95701

(sos) 4s7-0005

We Build Relationships

Enter your data into
our computer to meel

someone new

Effiffi

'L.J

COMPUDATE

926-3283
2139 Kuhio Ave,

Bldg. C-214

READY
ROUTERS

Boht [rglclirt
hlrdtiry Strctud hghccrr Inc.
1 1 30 No. Nimtz Hwy., Suite A-21 5
Honolulu. Hawaii 96817

(0ttr) 52lt05r
Iichd K. rur.h.dlS.E

TlMo J. Suruh. S.E.

Protrl Dtrelor
Slmn t. Willimr. S.E.
Prqel Dtrmlor
Srud x. Ot&, S.E.

Pro|4t Engh*r

Jo&phLE ring,P.E.
ProietEr!iner
Xalh K Xrlmi
Engrner
Wllhd S. Xi$ig.tt
En{rn*r

CUSTOM PATTERNS . INSIALLAIION
REFINISHING

HANDSCRAPING r DISIRES9NG r BLEACHING

PESI D ENN AL & C OMM EPCI AL

tIC.'C.I4288 BONDED II.6URED

522-5751

Residentia l/Com m erc ia I
. conslruction . renovataons
. maantenance . replastering
. repairs . ,ree eslimetes

Oahu. Hawarr, Kauai & Maui
Main Oflice:261 -8991 . Lic. [C-10892

DT- BKOS
'M5.4 

WAIUANU STREET, HONOLULU, HAWAII EGfi'

RLt POOL. & SPR

PINSBURGH CO["IXG

no0Els
rocAL rt{uEImnY

sPtcrflGATror{s AvAttASrE 0t{ REouEsT
PRE.TAERIGAIEO PAl{TI.S

accEssoBtEs ailD suPPUts

Hawaai Glass Block
tial.E7. W.lil.nu ltE.l t2a-Oo6a

To reach architects
and related industries,

your advertising media is
Hawaii Architect.

Call Miki Riker at 621-3200

for more information.

I itt I
I

iF

t a

Lic. #C-14574 . 235-0710
Dane Rodgers

#

o Save Timo & Monsy
. Havo tho Erports Routo your Plang
o Prolocl Stetus Always Avallable

FOR TIOHE INFORMATION:

CALL REY OR RUSSELL AT

538.7331



DIMONDEK'METAI ROOFING

Roll formed in Hawaii for immediate delivery
. Floating, concealed anchors eliminate
fasteners through panel and allow for expansion
and contraction

. Long lengths eliminate end laps in most cases

. Preformed seams lock together without
special seaming tool

. Available in prepainted steel, aluminum,
stainless steel & copper

@ JONGETUSETT STEET.
STEEL. CULVERT. FASTENERS. GALVANIZING. ROLL FORMING.9I-104 Kalaeloa 8lvd.. Ewa Beach, Hawaii 96707. (808) 682-2020. Neighbor lslands 1-80G352-3612

Arclttect:


